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Grand Valley Chosen to Compete
Compiled by Joseph Lowden
News Editor

Apple Computer, Inc. recently
selected a Grand Valley State stu
dent agency as one of seven groups
to compete foran Apple Macintosh
Computer Lab. The GVSUstudent
advertising group “Grand Im
pressions” was selected from
among hundreds o f Midwest
schools.
According to Mike McMahon,
Sales Representative for Apple,

the relationship between Apple
Computer, Inc. and Grand Valley
has been one of success. Apple
takes pride in promoting services
for higher education.
Phyllis Robb, Higher Education
A ccount M anager, added,
“Through this competition, Grand
Valley has an excellent opportunity
to furnish a complete Macintosh
Computer lab for student, faculty,
and staff use as well as providing
practical experience for students
involved.”

The ground work for the cam
paign is already underway. The
group of advertising students is
charged with developing a com
plete marketing campaign to boost
sales and create awareness of
Apple computer products of the
university’s campuses.
Grand Impressions is a group of
advertising students engaged in a
marketing program for Apple
Computer, Inc. in order to gain
See Compete, p. 2

PHOTO BY ERIK
Christopher Childs, a member o f Greenpeace since 1987, presented a slide show and lecture
Behind Childs is a slide o f the first ship that Greenpeace used.

Board of Control Elects New Officers
By Steve Ungrey
N e w s W riter

At the February 22 meeting of
the Board of Control, two officers
were elected to new posts on the
board.
Paul A. Johnson, a 23-year
member of the Grand Valley State
Board of Control, was elected
chairman of the board, while Ro
man W. Ulman was elected vice

chair.
Johnson has served before in
an executive capacity on the
board. First elected to the post
in 1968, he went on to serve as
vice-chair in 1974 and 1975.
After that he served as board
chair until 1977 and did another
turn at the vice-chair post from
1985 to 1987.
Johnson is president of the
Grand Valley University Foun

dation and also serves on the
steering committee for GVSU’s
Water Resources Institute. A
resident of Grand Haven, Johnson
has also served as chairman of
that city’s JSJ Corporation.
Ulman was appointed to the
Board in 1985. Currently a resi
dent of Detroit, he serves as that
city’s commission administrative
coordinator for the Detroit Light
ing Department

recommendations for fiscal
»The University o f Florida has
1991-92:
!ostabout$17 million in state aid
•A four percent increase to this year, suspended most hiring
higher education operating bod- and may cancel som e spring
gets.
course sections as well as much
«A four percent increase in of$uip«er school.
student financial aid.
*ln M assachusetts, higher
•Eliminating the state’s Re- education spending jtwlieeit out
search Excellence Fund, and $175 million so far this year to
moving the special REF appro-' $ 5 ^ ^ ||k * b T t d t io n ^ C ^ e s
priations into the universities’ 29campuseshas risen 50percent
:b i g budgets. (Grand Valley’s in tite last ^ o and a half years.
REFappropriation this year was with further increases likely.
$233,000).
‘California's new governor,
';--|he governor proposes incor- pete W ilson, unveiled plans
porating the REF into each Thursday to cut higher educauniversity’s general appropri- tion spending 1.6 percent for
atioos to provide more Sexibil- fiscal 1991-92 to $5.5 billion,
ity in institutional budgets. In included would b e a 20ptllS»«
essence, this will allow uruver- rise in student fees,
sines the opportunity to overNationwide, state higher eduspe od research dollars and make cation appropriations totaled
up the difference through tu itb a ||$ 4 < lx$' b m m "hi 1990-9E; ac«
increases.
cording to the center forTfijgier
Most student financial aid: Education at Illinois State Uni?
programs'are slated for a 3.8 versify.' '
* *

In other Board news: Ronald
VanSteeland was re-elected Board
treasurer; James Willette, assistant
vice president for Business and

Finance, was elected assistant
treasurer, and Jean Enright was re
appointed Board secretary.

7th Annual Science Olympiad Held a t G V S U
By Jennifer L. W igger
O p in io n ...............................p .4
C a m p u s L ife.....................p. 6
E n te r ta in m e n t...............p. 1 0
C la ssified A d s................ p. 15
S p o rts.................................p.13

News Writer

Last Saturday, March 16, the
seventh annual Science Olym
piad was held at Grand Valley
State University.
M ore than sev en ty -fiv e

western Michigan middle and high
schools were represented by the
approximately 1400 students who
took part in the Science 01 ympiad,
which has been the largest regional
competition in the country for five
consecutive years.
According to Mary Ann She-

line, special projects coordinator
of the GVSU science and math
ematics division. Science Olym
piad events are designed to en
courage an awareness of the appli
cations of science and math.
“Some students view math and
science as difficult subjects irrel

evant to what they will do
later in life. GVSU hosts the
event to take them out of the
classroom and show them that
math and science learning can
be fun, and that both apply to
See Olympiad, p.3
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Speak-Outs Used to Air
G V SU C om m unity
V iew s and C oncerns
New*>Vriter

The Campus Diversity Task
Force held two Student SpeakOuts during the past week.
The first Speak-Out was held
on Friday, March IS, in the
Kirkhof Center private dining
room. The second one was held
on Tuesday, March 19, in the
Kleiner Commons.
The purpose of these SpeakOuts was to give GV students
the opportunity to relate their
experiences of, and also to
express th eir view s and
concerns
about, cam pus
diversity.
The Campus Diversity Task
Force~was initiated by GVSU
President Arend D. Lubbers last
fall.
A ccording to P resident
Lubbers, the Campus Diversity
Task Force was established to
“assess life on campus as it
relates to race, m onitor
im plem entation
of
the
Statement of Understanding,
propose ways to im prove
relationships and make all races
sensitive and receptive to the
feelings of others, and help
determ ine what we w ill do
about racist behavior when it is
discovered on our campus.”
A variety o f university
offices, including housing,
financial aid, student life,

Jacqueline Johnson, i
from the Anthropology/
Sociology Department,
and Donald Williams,
Sr., Dean of Minority
A ffairs, co-chair the
Campus Diversity Task
Force.
A
report
sum m arizing
the
findings of the Campus
Diversity Task Force
will be presented to
President Lubbers at
the
end of this
semester.
Students wishing to
inquire or to express
their opinions about
campus diversity may
contact Williams (the
K irkhof
C enter,
extension 2177) or
Johnson (252 AuSable
Hall, extension 3416).

smmuKusu

work on the Cook-Dewitt

academ ic support services, and

the Multicultural Center, are
represented in the task force.
Compete, from p. 1---------------practical advertising and market
ing experience and, if successful,
enhance the university ’s computer
resources.
The seven members which make
up Grand Impressions are Grand
Valley students Budd Cagle,
Charlie Sundstrom, Kate Salazar,
Todd Cooper, Wendy McCormick,
Stephanie Hanus and Lupe Garza.
“We are trying to accomplish
two things in our ad campaign;
marketing the product (Apple) and
marketing the service,” said Grand
Im pressions member C harlie
Sundstrom.
Anyone interested in the cam
paign or in Apple computers can
call Charlie Sundstrom at 8474249 or Budd Cagle at 530-4735.

SUITES

• $44 Double
• Complimentary
Continental
Breakfast

Located:
1/2 Block East o ff 196
G randville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626

Get the AJ&T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There’s no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you’ll
get your first 5-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card,
you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
83k Q00 b~l80
your card, even if you move and
* flft « p »
,
get a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the A IM Student Saver
Plus program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student’s budget go farther
So look for ATM Calling (Tm/applications on
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

AKT. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
•A B 0 0 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call Applies to customer dialed calls made during
the
Nlght/'Jfeekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and Upm
Friday through 5pm Sunday V xi may receive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call Applications must be received by December 31,1991.

Aisr

The right choice.
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New Parking Policies fo r Fall '91 Being Proposed
By Simon Hatley
New* Writer

last week’s issue, however, they failed to be
continued on foUowing pages and were cut off,
re-run this week in their
e ri

Student Senate Offers
Insight on Student Life Fee
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer

A large part of the student life
fee paid by each Grand Valley
student goes to allocating funds to
various organizations here on
campus.
This is where the Student Sen
ate comes into the picture, spe
cifically the Vice-President of
Allocations, Brien Worrell.
Worrell pointed out that al
though $245,637 was obtained
from student life fees for the 19899 0 -school year, only about
$180,000 of that was used. An
other $30,000 went to the student
life office for expenses and the
hiring of a staff member.
The reserve money obtained
from the student life fee (about
$28,500) has been used for a few
expenditures, such as transferring
money over for the Chicago con
cert losses in October of 1989,
purchasing new computers for the
office, and printing student plan
ners for next year.
Allocations for the 1991-92
fiscal year total approximately
$410,000 of which over one third
has been requested by the Program
Board. Worrell stresses that this
money is requested, and nothing
has been allocated at the moment.
Of this $410,000 in funds re
quested, approximately $60,000
has come from sports clubs such
as the Bleacher Creatures, Mens
and Womens Soccer, Mens Vol
leyball, and others.
Funds of $77,000 come from
general organizations needing
money (such as the Anthropology
Club, Finance Club.etc.), and
$280,000 has been requested from
larger organizations such as UPB
and the Student Senate.
In order to get funds needed
each semester, organizations must
register every time using the
guidelines from the Senate con
stitution.
Roughly $60,000 has been re

quested by Spectral Perceptions,
the organization that wan ts to raise
funds for a student-run radio sta
tion. According to Worrell, the
money primarily is for a one-year
plan on a radio station for the dorms
only.
“Robinson, Copeland, Kistler,
and one o f the older living centers
would be covered by the arrange
ment,” Worrell said.
The process of allocating funds
has just begun for the 1991-92
school year, and this means many
nights of hearings on allocations.
Worrell pointed out that the allo
cation group frequently meets
weekends and Wednesday nights
to achieve their mission.
“We haven’t allocated any
money yet,” Worrell said. “When
we’re finished with the allocation
process we’ll make a recommen
dation to the full Senate which
votes on the proposal with only a
simple majority needed to pass.”
Worrell thinks that no changes
need to be made to the existing
student life fee in terms of an in
crease. If any changes should be
made, some part-time students
should pay the fee.
“Some students take under 12
credit hours yet use our services
(such as UPB concerts and films),”
Worrell commented.
Under the old budget, the VicePresident of Allocations went to
the Provost to request the money
needed, and this system, according
to Worrell, is much simpler to use
than the old one.
Worrell and Ann Leslie of the
Student Life office changed the
allocations system to the one cur
rently used, where money is allo
cated for the next fiscal year in the
semester preceding. Under the old
system money was allocated as
needed, which caused problems.
“The Soccer Club was a good
example,” Worrell said. “Fre
quently they wouldn’t get their
money until winter when they
needed funding in the fall.”

With Sound 1:1 fc\. \on not onl\
hear Ltreat music. \on reel it!

A new parking policy for the
Allendale campus will provide
GVSU faculty and staff members
with open-reserved parking areas
and will restrict parking options
for some resident students. The
new policy will take effect at the
beginning of fall semester, 1991.
In a memo to G'VSU faculty and
staff February 15,aparldngpolicy
task force announced that, under
the new policy, the following
parking areas will be reserved for
faculty and staff members:
•All of Lot H, the lot nearest to
Lake Michigan Hall.
•The front row o f Lot G, the lot
across from theKirkhofandCalder
Fine Arts centers.
•The eastern section of Lot F,
the section closest to Campus
Drive.
•The lot behind the Field House.
•The eastern edge of the lot at
the new Water Resources Build
ing.
The memo also said that resi
dent students who have permits to
park in lots adjacent to residence
halls, living centers and the Ra
vine Apartments will not be per
mitted to park in any other lots on
the Allendale campus.
The parking policy task force is

comprised of GVSU faculty and
staff members, and it is chaired by
Ronald F. VanSteeland, vicepresident for finance and admin
istration at GVSU. VanSteeland
said that the task force was created
to address, among other trafficflow problems, the problem of
overcrowding on some campus
parking lots.
The task fence memo states, “We
concluded that thehighestpriority
issues that needed to be addressed
are:
1. Faculty and staff who must
travel to the Eberhard Center and
other off-campus locations for
classes or meetings during the day
have difficulty finding a parking
space upon their return. This is a
special problem given class
scheduling and other time con
straints.
2. Faculty and staff with sched
ules beginning later than 8 a.m.
have problems finding parking
when they arrive.”
VanSteeland said that the reac
tion of faculty and staff to the new
policy has been very posi- tive.
Student reaction to the policy
has been temperate.
Full details of the new policy
will be presented and discussed
during a student senate meeting in
the Kirkhof Center’s Portside
Room Thursday, March I4,at4:30

Olympiad, from p .l -------------everyday situations,” Sheline
stated.
Each participating school sent a
team consisting of a maximum of
15 students. These teams com
peted against each other in vari
ous activities ranging from the
trajectory contest to the “Write
It—-Do It” activity.
In the trajectory contest, each
team designs, builds, and cali
brates a device to shoot a tennis
ball at a target. In the Write It—
Do It event, one team-member
prepares written instructions for

the construction of an original de
vice, which his teammates then
construct
Teams whoplacein first through
seventh place, as well as individu
als who place first through fifth,
receive awards. Science Olym
piad winners will compete at the
state level in East Lansing on April
13.
More than 300 volunteers, in
cluding fifty faculty members and
other science professionals ran the
tournament Other volunteers in
cluded GVSU students, industry

•
•
•
•
•

Use sterile. Disposable Equipment
Are FDA Approved and Regulated
Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment
Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids Virus
Require a Physical Exam Prior to Donating Plasma
(Physician On Premise)
• Physical is FREE

HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO NEED PLASMA
EARN

$3000 A

W E E K D O N A T IN G P L A S M A

SERA TEC BiOLOGICALS

Mobile Oise ,|oeke\ S e n ice

1973 S. DIVISION
GRAND RAPIDS, MI

T
NEW DONORS RECEIVE

Reserve your date now!

Save $50

representatives, and parents and
teachers from p articip atin g
schools.
Richard F. Atkinson, GVSU
chemistry professor and Science
Olympiad volunteer for six years,
said, “When the kids come here,
they don’t know what to expect
Then, they begin asking questions
and they try to do better than other
teams. They’re having fun, and
more importantly, they are devel
oping problem-solving skills and
a curiosity about science and
math.”

AT SERA TEC,
WE DON'T BELIEVE IN
TAKING CHANCES,
THAT'S WHY WE...

t— ' i A * r ' U 0

UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE
You risk nothing! You
will love the quality of
our
music and our service
On Any Package!
or we will tefund your
s: 4/30/91 1 money 100%!

p.m. At the meeting, the senate
will form astudent taskforce which
will make parking policy recom
mendations on behalfofthe student
body. The meeting and member
ship on the student task force are
both open to all students.
Here are further details of the
new paridng policy:
•The current policy concerning
reserved parking spaces will be
discontinued. Currently, faculty,
staff and students can purchase
yearly reserved parking permits
for $60.
•Cars parked in violation of the
new policy will be ticketed. The
fine will be $10.
•The policy will be enforced
Mondays through Fridays from 8
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
•The policy will not be enforced
during the summer in lots F, G,
a n d tt
•Official visitors to campus will
be issued temporary permits which
will allow them to park in the new
reserved areas.
VanSteeland said that the openreserved parking areas may be
expanded or contracted according
to the actual usage of the areas
next fall.
“Our goal is to try to utilize
parking spaces more efficiently,”
he said in closing.
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Religion -- Modern Day Myths?

urn

By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor

A Letter From The Gulf

“After coming into contact
with a religious man I always
feel I must wash my hands.”—
Friedrich Nietzsche

Editor*t Note: The letter that you are about to read was post marked
February 15, when Operation Desert Storm was at its height. Due to air
mail difficulties and spring break, we did not receive this letter until
Monday, March 11. Even though a period o f peace now seemingly
prevails in Kuwait, we fe e l that this letter should still be printed—RB
To the students of Grand Valley:
I was pleased to receive the January 23,1991 edition of the Lanthorn.
I was even further pleased to be recognized in that same edition as one
of the many students involved in Operation Desert Storm.
It seems strange writing this letter so far from Grand Valley, when just
months qgo I was hanging out in the Kirkhof Center. That goes to show
you how our lives are in an ever-changing process. I hope all of you learn
from this. No one knows what tommorow holds, therefore you must take
hold of each day. Never waste a day, they are too precious. Take my
situation for instance. Four months ago, I was in mid-semester at GV,
since then, I have traveled half-way around the world. Now instead of
using a personal computer in my daily routine, I use a M-16A2 service
rifle. These months have truly shown me the valueof each and every day.
The men that I have traveled with on this adventure are the best
America has to offer. They are English teachers, factory workers, and
police officers. But the majority are college students—such as yourselves.
Including another GV student, John C. McKay.
We all realize where our ordeal will end—somewhere on a beach in
Kuwait. We know this and accept i t We are Marines and have prepared
ourselves for the sacrifices that lay ahead. We do this not out of blind
ignorance to the politics at hand. As a friend of mine wrote to me in a
letter, who just happens to be a veteran of a less popular war. “Keep your
morale up by thinking of home. It’s the only thing worth fighting for. The
rest of it is just politics and that will never change. Right or wrong can’t
be discussed now, you havea job to do, you joined, so do i t ” We fight
so that others will not have to go through this ordeal. We don’t want a
draft, we feel that we can get the job done. Mostly, however, we fight for
each other. There is an unwritten code between us—You watch my ass,
and I’ll watch yours.
We have had a lot of training since we left the United States. We are
ready to remove Saddam from Kuwait. We have 50 Kuwaities attached
to our unit. Some were in Kuwait when Iraq invaded, they bring with
them stories of atrocities that I feel are too gruesome to be repeated. You
can see the hate in their eyes and the despair in their hearts, for most of
them still have family inside Kuwait. We fight for them also.
The papers we receive tell stories of protestors making their voices
heard throughout our country. I have no problem with their protests. I
feel that the inalienable rights given to each of our citizens is what makes
our country the greatest in the world. I am a volunteer, I chose to join the
Marines, and I’m willing to take responsibility for my decision, and do
my duty.
Surely the events of the next few months will change my life forever.
I hope to learn from this experience and return to Grand Valley to finish
my education. I can only hope it will be with my health and sanity—
Peace.
Corporal Steven Dougherty
U.S.M.C.

B ro k en P rom ise
Editor
Regarding Rob Bennett’s editorial on Calvin College, professors at
Calvin College have made a vow before the Lord God to teach in
accordance with His gospel, the Bible. That they have rejected this vow
is not academic freedom but a dishonor to God and a sell-out to His word
and His people. Grand Valley State University is not academically free
either. Evolution is taught in the face of mounting evidence against it. In
fact, some of the arguments evolutionists use are truly laughable. On the
surface, creation is rejected as not being “scientific”, but underneath the
facade is the realization that to acknowledge creation is to acknowledge
a fundamental respect for all forms of human life and to acknowledge that
all must and ultimately will submit to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. That
professors who acknowledge God deny His creation fulfills what Paul
states in Romans 1:21 in the Bible, which says “Because that, when they
know God, they glorified dim not as God, neither were thankful; but
became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened. ”
Respectfully submitted,
Joel Vanden Heuvel

. ^ A t i l l
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“ T im e consecrates; and
what is grey with age becomes
religion.”—S.T. Coleridge
Marx called it “the opium of
the masses.” Many accept it,
many shun i t The debate will
continue to rage long into the
twenty-first century. Religion.
Since the daw n o f man,
there has been religion. The
Egyptians worshiped gods like
Ra, the sun god, and Isis, the
goddess o f wisdom. The Greeks
thought that lightning came from
Zeus up on ML Olympus. The
Rom ans worshiped Mars, the
god of war. All these different
cultures thought that for every
aspect of human nature, as well
as nature itself, that there was a
god or goddess responsible for
these events. Today most of us
accept that this is not true and

some people may laugh at how
the E gyptians, G reeks and
Romans worshipped. But don’t
Roman Catholics have patron
saints fo r everything from
driving(St. C hristopher) to
policemen(SL Jude)? Is this not
an extension of that same mode
of worship/thinking?
One can look at any strain
of mythology and find parallels
to other cultures myths. Lode at
the Greek love story of Pyramus
and Thisbe. This tale was later
told as one of the most famous
plays in the English speaking
language, Romeo and Juliet
Most religions, as well as
strains o f mythology, seem to
have accounts of a great flood.
For the Christians it was Noah in
the book of Genesis. The Greek
account tells o f Z eus and
Poseidon flooding the Earth and
only two survived, Deucalion
and Pyrrha. They survived by
hiding in a wooden chest A r k chest. Parallels.
Today, it would seem that if
someone were told that Jesus
Christ or God or Buddha were
nothing more than a modem day

myth, then that person would
expeditiously dismiss the idea as
ru b b ish .
C reatio n ists and
B ib lic a l lite ra lis ts refuse to
ac cep t th e th eo ry that man
evolved from a lesser developed
hom inid line. Which is fine.
This is the right o f belief, and
many would say that the right of
belief comes directly from the
divine. I cannot agree.
I suppose that the way that
religion began was because of
the greatest fear o f all. The
greatest fear of all is not death
itself, but rather that after death
there is nothingness. People are
scared o f nothingness. Who
wants to lie in a pine box and be
wormbait for all eternity? I sure
don’t. But then again, there’s
only one way to find o u t So
instead OU attempting to prove
life after death it fell into the
dom ain o f the unexplainable,
religion.
Yet today it seem s that
everyone has different views on
life after death. For Catholics,
you go to heaven if you were
good, hell if you were bad and
See Religion, p.5

The One-Party Syndrome
By Andrew Kar
Entertainment Editor

I did not like the war. I do not
like the idea of armed conflict.
Somebody made money, some
body died, somebody else is a hero,
and somebody lost. Multiply these
constants by a factor appropriate
to the level of conflict, then fill in
the names with the numbers.
Yippee.
I have been asked by numerous
people oyer the past several months
what I would suggest as an alter
native to fighting. It seemed that
the collective American con
sciousness had exhausted every
option, once again demonstrating
the significant decline in
the ability to come up with
an original idea among
Americans.
Just for the record, I
would usually suggest
making a legitimate at
tempt to understand Iraqi
culture for the root causes
of the invasion. Real di
plomacy, including real
negotiations, was another
suggestion. After all, if
we are so willing to take
on SYRIA as an ally in the
region, Saddam could not
be that bad. And let’s face
if they beat him in one
hundred hours. He was
not that great a threat and
the U. S. govemmentknew
it
What I have most often
seen is evident distaste if

J

J J J J jr .

anyone dares to suggest that the
war is not good. D issent is
something that America does not
like anymore. Conservative radio
personality and general scuzball
Rush Limbaugh likes to remind
people o f the nam es o f the
Democrats who did not support
theBQ2. At least one U.S. senator
is gathering death threats because
of his anti-war stance.
What the hell is going on? Dis
sent in America is very important,
if not always effective. Does any
one really believe that if Congress
had not voted in favor of the war,
we would just be sitting around the
desert? Hell, no! King George
wanted his war, and by god he was

going to get it!
What I have described is one
symptom of what appears to be a
new and deadly disease: the deci
sion to give up political choice in
America. Much of the discussion
on radio talk programs and in col
umns all over America has been
how the Democrats should not even
put a candidate up for election in
1992. This would permit the in
cumbent to walk right back into
office.
Finally, an American dictator
ship.
Why not? Bush would clobber
the Dems iojjpneral elections, but
for them to just capitulate would
See Party, p.5
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frcct
I found my mind wandering not
long ago and the main idea that
kept popping into my head was
M&M’s. It probably had to do
with the fact that I was on a long
drive and in order to stay awake, I
ate one M&M after another.
Why does everyone prefer green
M&M’s to any other color?
Remember when the red ones
“came back?” It seemed civiliza
tion reached a new age of en
lightenment.
I used to try to eat the brown
ones because those were the ones
everyone else left behind.
But w hat’s the difference?
They’re all the same! It’sthecandy
coating that’s different They are
all the same on the inside. (I could
make a comment here relating
human beings to this same concept,
but it would be tacky to use and
M&M analogy to explain my views
on civil rights.)
I personally believe the makers
of our faithful M&M’s made the
candy coated shell colors to pur
posely melt off on your hands while
promoting the fact that “the milk

©

chocolate melts in your mouth, not
in your hands.” What a way to
tease the public.
f
They have redeemed themselves
with the emergence o f the red and
green M&M’s at Christmastime
(perfect for those enthusiasts who
only eat the red and green ones
anyway).
Lest we forget peanut M&M’s.
But I would rather we did, I prefer
plain.
What’s the reason for all this
M&M talk? I needed to release
some of my M&M thoughts
somewhere and this seemed to be
the place to do it. I’ve tried to talk
about this face to face with people,
but 1 have come away unfulfilled
because the conversation always
seems to turn to the “magical
powers” of the green ones.
What’s the big deal! They’re
only colored that way. They aren’t
like wintergreen Lifesavers that
spark if you chew them in the dark.
What about the several ways to
eat a Reeses’?
What about Dark Chocolate
Milky Way?

The
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P arty, from p.4 ------------------severely cut what resources that
remain to them. If they fold, then
we would haveaone party system.
The government is currently too
monopolized between the two
parties to permit the rise of a third
party, or a replacement for the
What about Ho Ho’s?
What about chocolate chip
cookies?
What about super chocolate
chunk ice cream?
What about Hershey, Pennsyl
vania?
What about the fact that I’m
broke and I need to go out and get
a chocolate fix?
Did you know candy bars went
up to 50 cents?
Does anyone have two quarters
I could borrow from their laundry
money?
Religion, from p.4 --------------purgatory
if
you
were
som ewhere
in
between.
Purgatory is like some divine
waiting room.
C hristian
Scientists believe in levels of
existence as opposed to simply
heaven, when you leave this
level you will go on to the next
and so forth.
For som e,
reincarnation seems to be the
answer. Some believe that
depending how good you were
would decide on how far you
ascended to heaven. Therefore
if you were real naughty you
would wander around the world
about ten feet off the ground.
I believe that there is some
form o f higher being or
existence that transcends our
own mortality. But I refuse to
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Democrats.
If we.truly want a one-party
system in fact as well as name,
then we should definitely encour
age the Dems to fold. We would
then get exactly the kind o f gov
ernment we deserve: a rule by the
rich.

community. Opinions
o f Lanthom employees. Letters should be addressed to the
Opinion Editor, Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center. Anonymous opin
ions will not be printed. For purposes of verification Only,
phone numbers and student ID numbers must accompany letters.
Please limit letters to 300 words. The Lanthorn reserves the
right to edit for space and readability. All submissions become
property of The Lanthorn..

personify this power as a kindly,
old, bearded, white male. Only
human arrogance could assume
that whatever had created them
must be like them. Keep in
m ind folks, we w eren’t here
first The dinosaurs were. Of
course there is no mention of
dinosaurs in the Bible so many
would say that they must not
have existed. Another point to
keep in mind is that mankind is
not going to be here forever, and
that lias been fo reto ld in
practically every re lig io u s
account and myth.
T ptom e people wish to go
throughiife wearing horse blinds
and not accepting anything that
isn’t written in some form of
Gospel, fine. I respect your
beliefs and the way in which you
,
_______

worship. However, keep in
mind that your beliefs are not the
same as everyone else. Religion
is something that the individual
will accept, it is not something to
be shoved down your throat.
Don’t forcefeed your religious
beliefs because in doing so, no
matter how right you may think
you are in many cases you are
only affirming other people’s
disbeliefs.
I truly believe that mankind
will never agree on which, if
any, form o f religion is the
correct form of worship. Be it
Christianity, Judaism, Islam or
Hinduism, we will never know.
So worship any way you please
but maybe you shouldn’t assume
that your form of worship is the
right one.

A dviser........................................... ..................Sandra Planisek

The Lanthorn is the student-run newspaper of Grand Valley
State University. The majority of its revenues are raised through
advertising sales. The opinions expressed in the Lanthorn are not
necessarily those of Grand Valley State University.
The deadline for all advertising material is 5 p.m. on the Thurs
day prior to publication.
ThzLanthorn offices are located in the Kirkhof Center, 1College
Landing, Allendale, MI 49401. Phone (616) 895-3120. Sub
scriptions to the Lanthom are $20 per school year, payable in
advance. Make checks payable to “The Lanthom—GVSU."
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COME GET A HAIRCUT AND
AFREE TANNING SESSION!
EXPIRES MARCH 31ST

Don't forget to check out
our great tann ing package!

If you think drugs cost a lot
now, wait until after t ollege.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone, America's
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businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

Failing the test means you won’t
be considered for employment
And that’s one hell of a pnce
to pay.

WEREPUTTINGDRUGSOUTOf BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America

/
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Literary Festival Attracts TWo Writers

Rick Kelley
Wows
Again

The English Department will be
sponsoring Grand Valley ’s Fourth
Annual Literary Festival for high
school studentson Tuesday, March
26. The featured writers this year
will be Action writer Don Belton,
a visiting assistant professor at
Macalester College and poet Mary
Ruefle, a visiting assistant pro
fessor at the U n iv erisity o f
Michigan.

By Sieve Ungrey
Campus Life Writer

I had the pleasure of
seeing Rick Kelley perform
two years ago at Grand
Rapids Junior College, and
I was mighty impressed by
what I saw.
On March 14 Kelley
came to play for us here at
Grand Valley, and his show
was still the great show that
I remember.
In fact, it was even bet
ter.
Kelley’s brand of music
includes original songs
combined with cover ver
sions of classic Motown
hits and sixties tunes. It’s a
combination that works like
a charm.
Kelley’s trademark is to
get the audience involved
in the show, and I don’t
mean just clapping at the
tables. I estimate that in the
90 minutes Kelley played,
I saw the limbo, hulahoops,
the stroll, and one of the
w o rld ’s best backup
groups.
Original songs included
“I’m Back”, which opened
up the concert, “Come with
Me to My House”, which
was simply beautiful, and
“Do You Ever Wonder”.
This last song involved
relationships of three dif
ferent types: good, bad, and
“Twilight Zone” affairs, as
Kelley called them.
We’ve all been in these
types, haven’t we? You
know, the type of relation
ship where you come over
to your girlfriend’s house
and the father is cleaning
his 12-gauge shotgun right
in front of you? One false
move and you’ll be singing
soprano.
Cover songs included a
smashing performance of
“It’s Your Thing”-no, wait,
make that I t’s Your
Thaaanngg- "My G irl”,
"Rescue Me” and “Ain’t
Too Proud to Beg”.
Kelley only misfired on
one song. “Ain’t That Peculiar”by Marvin Gaye was
played at half the speed it
should have, and it sounded
too slow.
Otherwise, another great
show for both Rick Kelley
and UPB. Thursday, March
21 Brad Lowery will be
performing al 9:00 PM in
the Promenade Deck.
Until then I’ll be siltin’
on the dock of the bay
wastin’ time...

Events begin at 9 a.m. with readings by both writers. A question
and answer period takes place at
12:15. All events are in the
Prom enade Room in Kirkhof.
Faculty, staff, and students are
encouraged to attend.
For further information contact
Patricia Clark (x - 3199), Bill Os
born (x - 3070) or the English
Department (x - 3400).

The Peace Fund Scholarship Is Still
Accepting Entries

Comededian Brad Lowery will be performing fo r the Night Club
Series, at 9:00 pm. Thursday nightin the K irkof Center.

Greenpeace Fights To
Preserve Environment

The sense of euphoria and
relief following the termination
of the Persian Gulf War seems to
have stimulated a feeling that
war can solve problems and the
use of force can resolve difficult
issues between nations of
peoples or people or individuals.
Perhaps some GVSU students
arc pondering such issues of war
and peace and the use of force.
Maybe some have been active in
various ways in the concerns of
peace and justice.
This article is to rem ind
students of the annual $500
aw ard of a Peace Fund
Scholarship and of the annual

Peace Fund Essay Contest award
o f $250. The published deadline
o f March 15 should not deter
anyone considering applying for
either of these awards.
There is sufficient flexibility
so that applications coming in
anytime this month over even
into the first week of April will
be considered. Perhaps the
realization o f the relaxation of
this deadline will prompt some
who have considered it to go
through with the application.
Inform ation packets and
applications are available at the
A cadem ic R esource C enter
office in the Campus Commons.

By A udra Lousias
Campus Life Writer

GREENPEACE representative
Christopher Childs visited Grand
Valley last Wednesday, March 13
and gave a fascinating slide show
and lectu re presentation on
GREENPEACE — the enviromentally-conscious organization.
An activist since 1987, Childs
wowed the surprisingly small au
dience about the feats and accom
plishments of GREENPEACE.
Through the use of photographs,
Childs was able to depict how
GREENPEACE has grown to be
one of the world’s leading non
profit environmental agencies.
Jill Robinson ,21, was impressed
by the evening’s presentation. “It
was incredible, (Childs) was a great
speaker and now I know so much
more about GREENPEACE and
how it is working to save the
planet,” Robinson said.
One of the highlights of the
evening was a question-and-answer period where members of the
audience could gain further insight
into what GREENPEACE is all
about.
According to Childs, GREEN
PEACE actually started with a
demonstration for peace, and
eventually worked toward the
preservation of the environment.
Its members have risked their lives
on numerous occasions by trying
to stop the deadly harpoons of
whaling ships, taking boats into
nuclear testing zones and trying to
stop the dumping of hazardous
waste.
Activists have been arrested
many times, all over the world, for
their non-violent, yet confronta
tional approach to saving the envi

ronment. GREENPEACE has also
been famous for the thousands of
banners it hangs. On the Statue of
Liberty, it hung one saying “Stop
Nuclear Testing.”
GREENPEACE has been in
strumental in world-wide legisla
tion as well. Thanks to the efforts
of its members, only three countries
in the world still hunt whales and
many others have stopped alto
gether.
One of GREENPEACE’S cur
rent efforts is to save Antarctica,
which has been used as the world’s
garbage dump. The group is also
continuing its pursuit of a nuclearfree planet. The members are
trying, as well, to save endangered
species all over the world.
The lecture was sponsored by
the University Program Board and
the Student Life Fee.

STAGE Presents:
Student One Act Plays
S.T.A.G .E. (Student
Technicians and Actors
Guild for Entertainment)
will bve hosting the Third
Annual “Evening of Stu
dent One Act Plays” on
March 29-30 and April 4-5
at 8 p.m. in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the
Calder Fine Arts Building.
Tickets are two dollars.
The three one act plays
are written, directed, pro
duced, and technically de
signed entirely by students.
This year’s plays include
Miles Ignotus (Unknown
Soldier) by Jeff Jenkins,
D on’t Lose Any Sleep by
Ron Miller and Foreign
Nation by Ken Stovall.

These plays give Grand
Valley’s theatre students a
chance to put what they
have learned in the class
room into practical expe
rience while giving the
campus and community an
evening of entertainment.
S.T.A.GE. is a student
drama club that is dedi
cated to the enhancement
and education of theatrical
arts on the Grand Valley
campus. S.T.A.G.E. was
formed iln 1988 and wel
comes all students with an
interest in theatre. For
more information, contact
Kathy Carroll at 458 1045.

Students Participate In
Regional College Bowl
Four GVSU Students and one
faculty member returned from
the R egional C ollege bowl
Tournam ent, that was held
March 2 & 3 at the University of
Toledo, with two victories and
four losses.
The tournam ent, which is
sponsored by the Student Life
Office and The Association of
College Unions-International,
was the pinnacle of the oncampus tournament that was

held in November of 1990. The
four students, Captain Dave Ries
and Matt Neelands from Tau
Kappa E psilon, and Holly
Wright and AJan Kimber from
the Russian Circle, were selected
to
attend
the
R egional
Tournament as “all-stars” from
the
cam pus
tournam ent.
Professor Johnine C allahan,
from Health Sciences, served as
a coach to the team.
GVSU's team defeated Xavier

U niversity of O hio and the
University of Windsor. GVSU
Losses went to the University of
M ichigan, Eastern M ichigan
University, Wright State, The
University of Akron and The
University of Cincinnati.
For more information on
the T ournam ent contact
Johnine Callatan at x3318.
Jay Cooper at x3295 or any
of the students.
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HTM Making Changes
jP y

Campus Life Writer

Grand Valley State University
has a Hospitality and to u rism
Management program? It sure
does. In fact, the HTM recently
hosted a career fair in Grand Rap
ids. The program is fairly new —
having just started about two years
ago. It’s about time, I’d say, con
sidering how big the field is. HTM
is the third largest industry in
Michigan, and the second largest
in the world (behind agriculture).
The field is concerned with a lot
more than just hotels and motels
these days. Clubs, resorts, restau
rants, and even hospitals play a
major role in this growing and
changing industry.
Grand Valley’s program is
changing, too, especially when it
comes to the co-op area of the
program. Co-op involves sending
students to hotels/resorts for work

tau ran ts, and
Tom L ipinski
— who works in
experience.
Human
R e
This usually
sources forC. A.
Muer.
takes place
The program
over
the
summer for
tries to o ffer
two semes
field trips each
semester. A trip
ters. In the
to the G rand
past,GVSU
Traverse Resort
has worked
with Grand
in Traverse City
T ra v e rse
is scheduled for
Resort,
March 22 and
Homestead,
23.
Sugar Loaf,
T here
are
B o y n e
m any p riv ate
s c h o la r s h ip s
M ountain,
av ailab le fo r
and Crystal
students in the
M ountain.
Members o f Grand Valley's HTM Program Enjoying Themselves at The Recent Career Fair.
Now it has
program. F or
expanded
beyond
more information on HTM con
mester. Among those brought in
Along with the
tact Bill Spalding, the program’s
Michigan to bring in recruiters
are
Dee
C
lark—
from
the
Michi
changes in work opportunities
director,
atx-3118. Theofficeis
from Disney World, the Mariott
gan Travel and Tourism Associa
available, live-in executives have
located
on
the second floor in
on Marco Island in Florida, and
tion in Lansing, Ken Boden —
been brought in as role models for
Mackinac
Hall.
the HyalfaLHilton Head.
owner of three McDonald’s res
HTM students since the fall se

PUT US TO THE TEST.
S S A T • P S A T • SAT • A C H IE V E M E N T S •'A C T • LS A T •
G M A T • G R E • M CA T • DAT • G R E P S Y C H • G R E BIO
• OAT • TO E FL • N M B • N D 8 • N C L E X -R N • M S K P •
F M G E M S • FLE X • C G F N S • C PA • B A R E X A M • NTE
If you have to take one of these tests, take K aplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one m illion students. Let us prove it to you.

I KAPLAN

STANLEY H K A P IA N EDUCATIONAL (ENTER LTD

2627 East B eltline S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 4 9 506-5937
957-9701

As you step into your nursing career, it’s
important that you find a good, com fortable fit.
Butterworth offers a com prehensive eight-week
preceptorship to help you ease into
your beginning practice. That kind of
educational support continues
throughout your career at B utter
worth. Unit-based educators and
clin ical nurse sp ecialists, up-to-date
inservicing, and a generous tuition
reim bursem ent program are waiting for

etro Grand Rap:
FM Radio Listener Survej
s p o n s o r e d by G V S R R G
(G rand Valley Student Radio R esearch G roup)

The metro Grand Rapids area contains a
population o f some 650,000+ persons, over 60%
o f which are between the prime radio listening
ages o f 18-54. Over ten local FM radio stations
vie for listenership among that group. As a
member o f that g ro u p please participate by
filling out the follow ing su rv ey as to yo u r
listening tastes.
Individually rate the following ten radio station attributes
according to their importance in determining which radio
station you listen to.
1 • w e a k ; 3 - m o d e ra te ; 5 - s t r ong

you. You’ll always be a m em ber of a strong
team that cares about each member.
As a sk illed , com passionate professional,
you’ll like the fit. It’s comfortable.
Mary Smania, RN, BSN, Nurse Recruiter
Sandy Groot, RN, BSN, Nurse Recruiter

B utterw orth H ospital

1. DJ personalities
V 2 1 4 m
2. Music selection
1 2 3 4 i
3. Traffic reports
1 2 3 4 5
4. News/weather/sports updates
1 2 3 4 5
Quantity of advertisements
1 2 3 4 5
5.
Promotions - cash giveaways
6.
I 2 3 4 5
7. Morning show
1 2 3 4 S
8. On-locatlon broadcasting
I 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
9. No repeat music
10. Concert Information
1 2 3 4 5
Which radio staUon In the Grand Rapids area do you listen
to the m ost?_________________
What other Grand Rapids radio stations dc you listen to?

100 M ichigan NE

SURVEY SWEEPSTAKES

G rand R ap ids, MI 49503

ButtepwoRth

1 8 0 0 -3 4 7 5455
6 1 6 -7 7 4 1760

“Where nurses are as important as the lives they care for."

Register below to win a Technics remote control CD
player (a $240 retail value). Drop your completed
survey in designated boxes on campus. Entry
deadline is March 26. 1991. One entry per person
please.
N am e:_____________________________________________
Sex:

M

F

Age:______

P h o n e # :-----------------
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MajortEconomics
Class Standing:Senior
V
Hometown:Milford
Committee:Vi*, o f Allocations
Other involvement on campus:Bleacher Creatures, Delta Sigma Pi
Why did you join SenateTTo help protect students rights and to help
make Grand Valley a more liveable place to live.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future7More
communication among student organizations, Grand Valley putting in a
Intermural facility.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
iepresentative?rve really enjoyed being on the Senate these past 3 years
and look forward to a great fourth term.

MajonEngUsh (Pre-Law) Business- minor
Class Standing jjjnior
HometowntWanen, MI
CommitteetCommunity Affairs
Other involvement on campustPresident- Delta Sigma Phi fraternity,
Honors Program, Excellence in Leadership, IFC, MASS Appeal
coordinator.
Why did you join Senate?To play an active role and to get hands-on
involvement in the affairs o f the whole university community.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTAwareness
and involvement within the multicultural direction of the university.
Recruit more diverse voices and representation on the senate, to keep
focused and directed during the growth of Grand Valley.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
represen tativeTTake advantage of the opportunities at Grand Valley and
strive to make a difference!

Major:? uMic Administration j
Class Standing:Preshman
Hometown rFlint, MI
Committee:Public Relations
Other involvement on campus:M
Black Student Union, NAACP, |
Why did you join Senate?! joine<
for students and to promote the-*
community.
What issues do you want to see <
see the Senate continue to have t
interaction and communication t
Anything that you would like to
rtpresentativeTCollege is the res
challenges and to take the good!
best of i t

MajonPublic Administration
\
Class Standing:Senior
,
j
HometowmBrighton, MI
|
Committee:Vice President-Community Affairs
Other involvement on campus: Alpha Omicron Pi Soronty President,
Greek Council President
Why did you join SenateTTo improve and enhance Student Life from a
student’s perspective not only on the Allendale Campus but the Grand
Rapids campus as well.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in die futureTThe
awareness of sexual assaults/rapes occurring on campus and the
Allendale community. The impact o f the implementation of course fees
on students.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representativeTMulticultural Center or Multicultural Event does not
pertain solely to black students. It pertains to everyone!

MajorrPre-Nursing
j if. £ £ ;p H 5 ll| 1
Class Standing:Sophmore
I'
■
Hometown:Morley, MI
j
Committee:Appointments
Other involvement on campus:University Program Board, Tour Guide
Admissions Office
Why did you join SenateTI joined the senate so I could represent the
student body as a whole and to be able to make the campus better for the
students.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTI would like
the senate to address the smoking issue on campus and to better educate
the students on what they do and w hat they are all about.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! would like to tell them to get involved with campus,
you can make a change that will better benefit the whole campus.

Major:English
Class Sunding:Sophmore
Hometown:Gobles
Committee:Allocations
Other involvement on campus:Al
Council Public Relations, Greek)
Leadership Program.
Why did you join Senate?To have
and to get involved.
What issues do you want to seeS
parking problem, longer library k
computer lab on the south end of
Anything that you would like to i
representative?For those of you*
does, the meetings are open, stilt

':

Kimberly Bauman

involved!

MajonPre-physical thcrapy:Biomedical Sciences
<•
Class StandingtFreshman
fn E
Hometown:Edward$burg, MI
.
v'r”
Committee:Appointments
Other involvement on campus:Pre-physical Therapy Club, Diving
Why did you join SenateTI wanted to let the student senate become awai
of G.V.S.U. student needs.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in die futureTSmolring
policies, parking problems, and student life fee changes.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representativeTStudents need to voice their concerns to us! Come to our
general assembly meetings on Thursdays at 4:30!

MajonSpecial Education
|
Class Standing:Sophomore
;
?
Hometown:Rochester Hills, Ml
CommitteetCommunity Affairs
Other involvement on campus: S.AJD.D., U.P.B., Delta Zeta Sorority
“Choices" Chairperson, Greek Week Chairperson.
Why did you join Senate?! wanted to make a difference on campus and
see that our goals were m et
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?I would
like to address the campus Day Care Center issue and also would like to
see the parking problem be demolished.
^A ything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! would like to see things get done and I am willing and
, wanting to help the campus problems be done.

Major:Liberal Studies/Pre-Law
.
Class Standing:Sophomore
i
HometowmWhitehall, MI
■
Committee:Community Affairs
Other involvement on campus:R.H.A., Kistler Hall Council, Theta Chi
Omega
Why did you join SenateTI joined the senate because it is the only
governing body that represents all students on a broad spectrum of
issues.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTI would like
to see the senate address the smoking issue in the Kirkhof Center and the
possibility of designating a smoke-free residence hall on campus.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representstiveTIf you have concerns that are not being met or addressed
by the stfiident senate, talk to a senator or stop by the office in die
Kirkhof Center!

MajonPublic Administration. Business
i
Class StandingrSophmore
I
JE S
HometownrSix Lakes, Ml
F??
Committee:Allocations
1
^
v '
Other involvement on campus:Delta Zeta Sorority, Student Foundation,
University Program Board, Excellence in Leadership Program.
Why did you join SenateTI joined the Senate because I wanted to become
more involved with student issues and activities on the campus.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTI would like
to see the Senate become more active in Grand Valley’s recycling
program and other community affairs.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?Each student is an important element to this university
and we would appreciate your input and attendance at our meetings.

MajonCommunications
Class Standing:Senior
Hometown:Grandville
Committee:P.A.C.
Other involvement on campus:M
House, NAB Chairman
Why did you join SenateTTo mil
What issues do you want to see S
like to see the Senate take a more
growing Allendale campus I’m
this direction already.
Anything that you would like to i
representative?! would like to ent
in the issues on campus. In one i

Major:Advertising
Class Standing.Senior
HometowmFemdale, Ml
Commitlee:Coinmunity Affairs
Other involvement on campus:Ta
Why did you join SenateTI wantei
that affect my life at Grand Vallej
What issues do you want to see Si
campus access. The traffic problc
way.
Anything that you would like to &
representativeTWe are here to sen
get involved.

K evin M ich ael H a ra n cw k
MajonHospitality and Tourism Management
Class Standing:Freshman
HometowmWarren, MI
Committee:Allocations
Other involvement on campus:Bleacher Creatures
Why did you join SenateTI joined senate because I felt that there were
student concerns that were not being heard or met.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTI would like
to see the senate address the problems of parking and housing.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! would like to say to the studednt body to come to our
meetings because we are here to serve as a better campus committee and
we can’t do it without your input and suggestions.

MajortCommumcations/Anthropology/Spanish
----Class StandingtSenior
HometowntWarren, Ml
Committee:Political Actions
~ ........
Other involvement on campustThe Lanthorn, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity
*
Why did you join SenateTTo get involved on campus.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the futureTDumbells in
the weightroom.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative? Wake up and pay attention!

Majoriluman Resource Manager
Class Standing:Junior
Hometown:Adrian, Ml
ComniitteetSecretary
Other involvement on campus De
Foundation, Excellence in Leader
Why did you join SenateTTo get i
campus and to be aware of cunen
What issues do you want to see Si
library snack room, galley ex pans
Anything that you would like to s
representative?! have enjoyed bet
everyone would come to senate n
on campus.
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|ET, RHA, Excellence for Leadership,
ulticultural Committee,
he senate to serve as an active voice
^Ifare and progress of the University
ate address in the future?I want to
«SORT meetings in order to keep
Iween student organizations.
Jy to the Student Body as a
vorld. It is a time to face new
Ith the bad. It is your life. Make the

J

ba Omicron Pi, Panhellenic
ouncil Delegate, Excellence in
| a voice in what goes on at GVSU,
ate address in the futureTThe
|>urs and computer lab hours, and a
npus.
|iy to the Student Body as a
i keep asking what exactly senate
oming and you’ll see. Get

MajonBusineu
Class StandingtSenior
Hometown (Grand Rapids
Committee:Community Affairs
Other involvement on campus:
________
Why did you join Senate?! joined Senate to try to improve the quality of
life for all students on campus, but my major focus o f concern is the
non-traditional student.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?I would like
Senate to identity and focus on issues that concern the majority of the
students, but also remain sensitive to the fact that they (Senators)
represent all students.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! would like the student body to reflect on issues that are
of concern to them, communicate those issues to the senate, and above
all realize that the senate acts as a liaison between the administration
and the students. I would like to see more students participate in the
lelection process o f their student government-vote! Have each student
make a goal to attend one student senate meeting each semester, and
above all to become involved with the senate in order to hold the
senators accountable.

Major:Social wor
Class Standing:Freshman
Hometo wn:Grand Rapids
Committee:PuUic Relations
Other involvement on campus:University Program Board, Excellence in
Leadership, Student Organization Review Board.
Why did you join Senate?! wanted to become more involved with the
choices affecting the student body.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?I would like
to see Senate address the issues a smoke-free campus, housing rules,
student life fee.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a *
representative?! wish that more students would become more involved
on campus and I wish they would let the seriate know their opinions on /
issues'we are discussing.

»

2A. Student Foundation, R.A.-Kistler
|e positive changes for the student
date address in the future?I would
| active role in the formation of the
roud to say that we have started in
ay to the Student Body as a
ourage the student body to be active
pay or another they affect us all.

I

Major:Business
Class Standing:Freshman
Hometown:Grand Rapids
Committee:Allocations
Other involvement on campusrHonors Program Club, Volunteer GVSU!
Why did you join Senate?! felt I could bring a conscientious,
experienced, and dedicated voice to the senate.
W hat issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?Senate must
push ahead in the areas of parking, academic policy, communications,
and of particular interest, to me, in the process of allocating the student
life fee in the most practical way possible.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?In order for the senate to attain maximum success,
students need to continue to make their feelings known. Together, we
can build a better campus and a more promising future for GVSU.

1 1
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) Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
I to make a difference in the things
|nate address in the future?Easy
needs addressing in a major
ty to the Student Body as a
e y°u so please don't hesitate to

r —

MajorrCriminal Justice
Class Standing Junior
Hometown:Fraser, MI
Committee:Allocations
Other involvement on campus: IFC Representative, member o f Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Excellence in Leadership.
Why did you join Senate?To get involved on campus and to bring my
ideas to senate as a student
W hat issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?As a
member of Student Senate I would like to see something done with the
parking problem on campus, also more money should be given to
Student Organizations.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?While getting involved, you gain leadership skills and
experience that you can use throughout life.

MajonElementary Education
C lan Standing:Senior
HometowmMilford, MI
Committee:Alk>cations
v.
Other involvement on campus: Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority
Why did you join SenateTTo get in touch with student /
administration relations.
What issues do you want to see Senate addren in the
fotureTSmolring policy, bookstore (books) prices.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representitive?Get involved with things going on on the campus.
The Student Senate welcomes all suggestions, complaints, concerns,
and ideas.

MajanLiberal Aits, minor Theater
Class Standing:Freshman
Hometown:Concord, CA
Committee:P.A.C.
Other involvement on campus:N.A.B. Theater, Literal Festival,
Theta Chi Omega President, Greek Council, Jazz band.
Why did you join Senate?I’ve always been an active participant in
my schools and interested in government I wanted to have a choice
in my college career development
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?I would
like to have the senate recommend a smoke free dorm, an automatic
teller in Kleiner, and make senate more accessible to students.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! think my leadership qualities are a plus to the
student body and I try to keep an open mind when decision making.

MajonAccounting
Class Stending :Freshman
HometownrGrand Haven
Committee:Allocations
Other involvement on campus:
Why did you join Senate?Because I wanted to be a part o f the
decision making process that goes on at Grand Valley.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?I would
like the senate to build a strong relationship with the administration.
Also, the senate needs to let the students know what is going on and
try to get them involved.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! wish some mare students would get involved in the
senate, it has a lot to offer. If you have any ideas let one o f the
senators know; they are here for you.

MajonHospitality Tourism Management
Class Standing:Senior
Hometown:Gobles
..
CommitteeJ ’resident
Other involvement on campus: Alpha Omicron Pi, Bleacher
Creatures.
Why did you join SenateTTo do my part to make sure the students
were being represented.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future? Shuttle
service to area apartments from campus, student book swap, studentprofessor evaluations.
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?Grand Valley students have an excellent student
senate. I’ve seen the senate woik hard to serve the needs and desires
of the students. This is very hard to do when you don’t know how
the students feel and they have done a great job!

Major:Public Administration
Class Standing Junior
Hometown:Romeo, MI

-

lent

I ____
ta Zeia Sorority, Student
hip Program.
ivolved in student government on
issues.
nate address in the future?Parking,
on. lower ARA prices,
y to the Student Body as a
tg involved in senate and I wish
feting s to be aware o f current issues

Kyle Miller
Wannetta Perkins
Scott Paltelky
Jim Dobleske
Becky Hopkins

Other involvement on campus:Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity,
Facilities Supervisor Coordinator SLO, Intramurals, weightlifting
Why did you join SenateTTo get involved in more of the student
body part o f campus, and to put my leadership qualities to ’J se and
improve my knowledge about governmental procedure.
What issues do you want to see Senate address in the future?
Changing the name of black student union to student union, an
intramural facility, smoke-free Iriikhof
Anything that you would like to say to the Student Body as a
representative?! encourage any students who feel they have some
input to improve issues at GVSU to join and help the SS make
important decisions.
»
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By Rob Bennett

“Why areyoudoing this tome?!”
asks Jim Morrison’s common-law
wife Pamela during one of her
husbands episodic outbreaks.
“Because you’re in the room,” he
answers. This, to me, sums up the
attitude of Jim Morrison, he didn’t
care what he did nor to whom he
did it to.
Oliver Stone’s new film The
Doors is an amazing trip through
the last seven years of Jim
Morrison’slife,covering the years
from when he dropped out of
UCLA film school to the birth of
the Doors to Morrison ’s own death
in Paris on July 3,1971. When I
refer to it as an amazing trip it is in
the way that the story is told that is
amazing. The film is not a dry
retelling of the Doors, the film
centers around Morrison and never
really tries to analyze him or an
swer any questions about him.
Instead, Stone seems to try and
show how Morrison saw life at
times. Whether these visions are
drug or alcohol induced or whether
they are hallucinations he saw in
his own mind is a question that is
left up to the viewer.
Val KilmerfTop Gun, Willow)

turns in an Oscar-caliber perfor
mance as Jim Morrison. A friend
of mine said, upon seeing the film,
“Val Kilmer is Jim Morrison!”
Kilmer has the voice, the man
nerisms and the stage movements
perfected as he leads us through
this menagerie of strangeness. Meg
Rym(W hen Harry M et Sally) is
Pam, and although it doesn’t seem
like any great acting accomplish
ment, she seems to stand out in
certain scenes. She too has that
psychedelic feel about her at times,
as one watches her dancing as
Morrison and the Doors cut their
new single you think to yourself,
she acts like she’s from right out of
the late 60’s.
Some of the most impressive
performances come from the rest
of
the
band.
Kyle
MacLachlan(7’H'//i Peaks) as key
board player Ray Manczarak,
Frank Whaley(77ie Freshman) as
guitarist Robby Krieger and Kevin
Dillon(Platoon) as drummer John
Dens more all seetn to be portrayed
more as victims of Jim Morrison’s
personality rather than just fellow
band members. Even though this
is apparent throughout the film,

the symmetry between the actors
is incredible nonetheless.
Last but by no means least there
is the music. Apparently, Kilmer
sang for much of the film, during
live performances, and the simi
larity is haunting. Not only does
Kilmer seem to possess Morrison’s
deep, resonating voice but he also
has the screams down to a science,
not to mention the stage presence.
The music doesn’t make the film,
it only adds to the experience.
Stone by no means attempts to
portray Morrison as a great human
being or as a role model for a
generation. In my personal opin
ion, Morrison was a spoiled brat
who enjoyed hurting people. But
the man had some talent and his
music will live on for many years
to come. The Doors is a tremen
dous experience that transcends
other musicians filmographies. Do
not see this movie when it is re
leased onto video, this film de
mands to be viewed on the big
screen, preferably in a THX sound
system theater(Studio 28 has two
of them).
The Doors is rated R and is
showing at Studio 28.

Bands, Beer and Strobe Lights:
BIG FU N AT C ITY ■ITCO
By C hris Flisek
Welcome to the first
installment of HANG IN’
DOWNTOWN, (named
after an old Replace
ments song, but it will
probably change when I
think o f som ething
better.)where, intrepid
photog, Bob Cooley and
I, will be going to local
clubs and reviewing any
bands that happen to be
playing. We hope to open
some minds and ears to
the G.R. music scene and
have one hell of a good
time doing it.
HERE WE GO!
On Thursday, Febru
COOLEY
ary 28, CITY LITES, Tom Jamrosi of the Screaming Karats jams at City Lit es.
(1950 S. Division), was
the host to the second half of The
showing CNN in negative images,
R UNNER or experiencing a heavy
Lost Ford Tapes concert show
a guy dressed as the burger king (I
W illiam B urroughs, N AK ED
case. (the first half was a week
think. We weren’t sure what he
LUNCH esque trip. The ceiling is
earlier, also at CITY LITES, but
lined with the most amazing light
was supposed to be), scantily clad
we missed iL)It was four bucks at
go-go dancers and some guy
system I had ever seen. Flashing,
the door and the proceeds went to
painted silver was doing perfor
whirling neon, blinding strobes
the West Michigan Environmen
mance art. The dj booth, located
(which, when mixed with beer can
tal Action Council, so it was a
upstairs, is fantastic. The sound
do strange things to the psyche.)
good cause all the way around.
system rules! Between bands the
The place is big! A very nice
CITY LITES itself has to be
dj’s played a wide variety of alterdance-floor,carousel horses,
seen to be experienced. I felt like
native/dance stuff. Go as soon as
stuffed tig ers,p ap er m ach e’
I was in a scene from BLADE
clownsdwo video screens that were
See Bands, p. 11

It’s not new here, in fact not
even remotely recent, but the
album Elvis' sGoldenRecords
is on sale in China for the first
time, marking his debut in the
country. Government offi
cials and censors allowed the
release after making certain it
contained no “ subversive
messages” in the songs.
Keep your ears open for
“Hole Lotta Luv” by Dime
Store Cowboys, a hip hop
remix of Led Z eppelin’s
classic by a crazy new group.
The Boston industrial duo

Manufacture has released
their second effort, Voice o f
World Control, and Love
And Rockets’ lead vocalist
provides Coming Down,
claiming the group may be
on a permanent hiatus.
A strong week for new
albums:
Kill Uncle by Morrissey,
Heart In Motion by Amy
Grant, and new works from
The Feelies, Joni Mitchell,
Safire, M antronix, and
Tanita Tikaram.

Sigue Sigue Sputnik: The
First Generation
B jg th rb G a ir
Yo! They’re back! Then again,
so am I. Gee, it certainly has been
a while since my sloppy
keyboardmanship last flashed over
the holy com puters at this
(*!@#$%A) newspaper. That’s
just a fane y way of saying that I’m
happy to be back.
Now then, something you won’t
hear too much about in New Mu
sic, because it wasn’t printed in
too many magazines, is the newest
release over an absence of two
years.

R.E.M.rOt/r
Way back, in 1981, a five song
E.P. called Chronic Town , was
released on IRS records. It was
put out by four guys from Athens,
Georgia and it didn’t really sound
like anything else. (Except, maybe
TheBy^Js.) It was jangly, sparse
music fronted by a guy that
mumbled most of the lyrics. Col
lege kids and critics loved it.
RJE.M. put out four more albums
with minor hits here and there but
1987, with the release of Document
and the single “The One I Love”
shot R.E.M. into the mainstream.
Early fans cried “sellout! ” (which

Sigue Sigue Sputnik first got
noticed for their “wild” look and
inability to play instruments (or so
it’s rumored). Only after some
radio play of Love Missile Fl-11,
featu red in the film F e rris
B ueller’s Day Off, did the band’s
image take a flying leap.
The music itself is an electronic
keyboard, guitar and drum ma
chine all mixed together for one
helluva quirky dance beat!
Though they were never very
popular in the US, Europe greeted
See Sigue, p. 11

TIME
is fine, if you don’t want a band to
ever grow up.) When Green came
out, the songs “Stand” and “Or
ange Crush” were getting played
on (GASP!) Top 40 stations. The
critics still loved ‘em but they lost
a big hunk of their core group of
fans. I think they were ticked be
cause M ichael S tipe w a sn ’t
mumbling anymore.
If you didn’t like Green you
won’t like Out O f Time either.
Stipe isn’t mumbling on this one
either. Nope, he’s singing and
using the full range of his voice to
such an extent that at times he
becomes almost unrecognizable.
See REM . p .l l
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Sigue, from p .10-------------,

By Rachel Mermell

Havana by Paiil Monette is
based on a screenplay by Judith
Roscoe and David Rafael. It is
more widely known as giving birth
toamotion picture with same name
starring Robert Redford.
Havana takes us to the time in
theChristmasof 1958when Batista
was in power and Castro was just
another struggling rebel.
Jack W eiden, a prom inent
American gambler in Havana
stumbles into this spirited adven
ture.
Weiden’s primary concern in
life is money and not politics. Yet
his life takes a tum for the even
riskier as a romantic interest in
volves him with the revolutionary
scheme. W eiden doesn’t even
know who Fidel Castro is but he is
compelled to save the life of his
lover and her husband. In my

opinion, this is rather blind and I
think that you the will believe s o ,
too. Aflerall.hedidn’tevenknow
how many rebels were involved
and if there even was a revolu
tionary cause worth fighting for!
Weiden was the kind of man to
blow money on everything and
latch on to activities on a whim.
He was mighty lucky thatCastro
won or the police would surely
have deposed him.
Ironically he loses his girl (be
cause she’s married) and its all his
fault for being honest about her
husbands location. ButWeiden has
other poker games toplay and deal
and seems rather nonchalant about
the ordeal. He reserves a drop of
wistfulness for Roberta but con
tinues in his fast-lane track else
where.
Unless you are a true gambler,

Unless you are a true gambler,
you will be non plussed by the
amountofgambling and references
to it in this book. It’s appropriate
to the character involved but quite
excessive and when whittled down
reveals litdeelse inHavana. I think
that the
romantic nature o f Jack Weiden
is what made this book deniable
for basing a film on it. Certainly,
this can be used as a POKER 101
if one wishes to do so, as well.
Havana portrays the rich class
in Cuba very w ell It is easy to
imagine Palm Beach and Miami
women and men smuggling drugs
and betting thousands o f dollars
with the same certainty that they
know they’ll get gas in their car.
Monette’s vivid image o f Ha
vana and its excessive gambling is
an important backdrop to the
Batista
vs. Castro sequence. It proves
that politics is akin to gambling
even though Jack Weiden refused
initially to have anything to do
with it and yet through his very
own romantic devices got caught
up in it

them with open arms, espe
cially the single off the second
album, Success.
To be honest, “The First
Generation” is an odd album.
For some reason, the producer
decided to throw in a bunch of
demos of songs already on the
previous two albums along
with four never before heard
tracks. This is starting to sound
like a K-Tel commercial!
These demos, all different
from their previous L P. versions, induteRockitMiss USA
(Black And Bluski), SexBomb
Boogie (Tick Tock and
Boom!),21stCenturyBoy(TV
Messiah), Teenage Thunder
(Teenage Mutants), She's My
Man (She Wolves of theSSS.),
Love M issile F I -11 (A
Clockwork Sputnik) (there’s
already seven other versions
of this damn song) and Jayne
Mansfield (Blitzkrieg Baby).
New tracks are Ultra Vio
lence (Senseless Sex A Gra
tuitous Violence), Krush

G roove G irls (The Meat
Hookers o f Love), Rockajet
Baby (This Stuff II Kill Ya) and
Rebel Rebel (Ziggy ZaggerRecorded Live On Mars).
If you think the names of the
songs are weird,I’m just getting
started.
The group describes their
members as Neal ’Double X
DegvOle (choice voice vishnu
messiah in disguise), James T.
(space bass and executive
p rivilege), Chris Kavanagh.
(beat bastard from electronic
hell) Amazon ’Amo’ Woman
(progress) and Adele and Ace
(Yen warriors). Really makes
you wonder, doesn’t it?
Despite the raunchy names,
phallic images in their lyrics
and strange choice o f clothes,
the album is a choice one to
dance to. I wonder how Florida
w ill deal with the album) Hmm,
what do you think?
Next Week: Something more
into the mainstream o f things.
Enough o f this alternative stuffl

C A L L 538-8760 F O R
SH O W TIM ES
REM, from p.10-------------------(Kind of like Springsteen on
“Hungry H eart”) I love this one,
almost asmuch as I loved Murmur,
which is odd because this one is so
mainstream. It features a lot of
strings, horns and guest vocals
from Boogie Down Production’s
KRS-One (doing a mid-song rap
on the phenomanal opener, “Radio
Song”) and The B -52’s Kate
Pierson.
By now you’ve probably heard
the single, “Losing My Religion”,
after all it is played on Mtv every
ten m inutes.------ Good song,
though.
“Near Wild Heaven” is a very
bouncy cut that features bassist,

B ands, from p.10

you can, it’s worth iL
The show started at 9:00, with
Roger Chase of LAV doing a fine
job of MCing the whole shebang.
The T-Bones, well two of them,
Bruce Madden on lead guitar and
Jason Krell on rhythm. Calling
themselves the Faux Bones, they
put on a less than enthusiastic set,
seeming slightly out of it without
the rest of the band. It was a pretty
good , blues influenced set but the
two guitar sound wasn’t full
enough and got a bit irritating.
1nstant Zoo was next and rocked
out! Big Time! Very hardcore,
comparable to Soundgarden or
Mudhoney. Very Seattle-grunge
influenced. They were fantastic.
Only problem was, that they had
to tune their guitars after every
song. Hey guys, buy some better
strings.
The Willeysfollowed after about
twenty minutes and they were re
ally good and very energetic but
for some reason they reminded me
of The Little River Band. (They
had a guy playing mandolin and
fiddle.) I kept expecting them to
do “The Rumor” or something.

Mike Mills on lead vocals and has
some amazing Beach Boys like
harmonies. It’s a summery tune,
just like the mostly instrumental,
string and horn ladden,
“Endgame”.
“Belong”, the discs darkest and
moodiest cut, starts with a guitar
line lifted straight from Rickie Lee
Jones’ “Flying Cowboys” and has
Stipe
m uttering
about....something. I can’t be sure
but I bet it’s real deep.
“Texarkana” sounds a lot like
the Moody Blues song, “In Your
Wildest Dreams.” It’s good but it
ain’t R.E.M.
The last song, “Me In Honey”

They did, however, do a phenom
enal cover of The Bo-Deans song,
“Say about Love.”
The Cheezetones were next and
man, were they boss! They re
minded me of The Clash, before
they got lousy. They did a great
cover of C.C.R’s Suzie Q.” and
Hank W illiam s J r .’s “Truck
Drivin’ Man.” YEE-HAW!!
Rocky, from the Interior (the
rest of the band couldn’t be there),
did a short yet entertaining acous
tic set that ended with “Frank
Booth’s Joyride.” My favorite cut
from the Ford Tapes sampler.
Then came The Karats. They
opened with a very U2 sounding
cut and, once again, held every
body captivated. They were so
good, I felt like weeping. With
apologies to the other bands.The
Screaming Karats were by far the
best of the night. Their set ended
with an all star jam on the song
they ended with at G.V.S.U. The
“everysongeverwritten” medley.
If you folks weren’t there, y’all
missed out.
THE BIG THANX SECTION:
Kudos to CITY LITES manager
Scott Vokoun, for treating us so

has Kate Pierson sounding like
she’s still shaken up from her duet
withlggyPop. It’s a great cut that
reminds me a lot of what die Ath
ens’ sound was before it became
corporate.
Out O f Time is definately the
one that’s gonna get R.E.M. a
truckload o f new fans, as well it
should. It is quite wonderful, even
though a lot of people won’t like it
because of its commercial sound
but that’s there loss. Check this
one out (Also, check out The
Chickasaw Mudpuppies: 8-Track
Stomp (co-produced by Stipe) for
a total raw-sittin’ on the front porch
and jammin’-good time.) Ciao’

good; Vinyl Solution manager
Herm Baker for putting The Ford
Tapes together, Screaming Kar
ats bassist Tom Jamrosz for mak
ing sure we were on the guest list;
LAV for sponsoring the show and
of course, the bands. We had a
great time.
Ciao, baby.
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“ THERE ARE THINGS KNOWN
AND THINGS UNKNOWN AND IN
BETWEEN ARE THE DOORS..
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Pick your choices for the Academy Awards! First
and second place winners will recieve passes for
two to the film of their choice at Studio 28.
Entries must be received no later than March 22.
You can turn in your entries \oThe Lanthom
(Downstairs Kirkhof). Winners will be announced in
the March 27th Issue of The Lanthom. Good Luck!

BEST PICTURE

LJ

BEST ACTRESS

lj

Kathy B a te s / Misery
“Anjelica Huston • The Grifters
Julia Roberts * Pretty Woman
Meryl Streep • Postcards From The

LJ
LJ
LJ

Edge

__

Joanne Woodward • Mr. & Mrs. Bridge

LJ

LJ

Kevin Costner • Dances With Wolves
Robert De Niro • Awakenings
LJ
Gerard Depardieu * Cyrano De Bergerac £ □
Richard Harris • The Field
LJ
Jeremy Irons • Reversal of Fortune
CJ

Annette Bening • The Grifters
£J
Loraine Bracco • Goodfellas
LJ
Whoopi Goldberg • Ghost
£3
Diane Ladd • Wild at Heart
LJ
Mary McDonnell • Dances With Wolves □

L J

LJ

LJ

BESI SUEPjDBHfi<LACTBESS

BESIACTOB

BEST COSTUM E DESIGN
Avalon
Cyrano De Bergerac
Dances With Wolves
Dick Tracy
Hamlet

. '
committed at colleges and about
the fairness if ruining someone’s
reputation by simply writing his
name on a wall.
^
O fficials at both schools
complained that, because the
lis ts ’
authors
rem ained
anonymous, the schools could
not take action against them or
the accused men.
However, the authors may
have been seeking something
besides revenge, M antecon

speculated.
“They may have been trying to
‘I ’m not g o in g to be
ignored,” ’ Mantecon speculated.
“It may have helped their sense
of security.”
It
did
a le rt
Brown
ad m in istrato rs to a lo t of
insecurity, fear and anger among
some of their female students.
The lists stopped appearing at
Brown as soon as the school
went on winter break. Nickel
said.
After housekeepers removed
it, the list at Penn did not return.

look for other terrific

gvsu clothing & gifts

savings all week,

supplies

april 1 -

leisure reading
* ■

)r

gifts, card, & posters

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ

Name
_______
Address _________
Phone Number

tuesday, april 2
20% off

LJ
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Bathroom Lists Come and Go at Brown, Penn

(CPS}
CAC mom ay tryi f "if,” said A„
...
(CPS) -- Spjroarinnal
Sensational bathroom- pomnn
cam puses
As soon as custodians erased the
wall lists o f men accused of
Valerie Mantecon, a licensed
nam es, som eone retu rn ed to
crimes against women have not
therapist specializing in marriage
write them on the wall again.
reappeared since winter break,
and family issues in Costa Mesa,
In December, a group calling
observers at the two schools
Calif.
itself the Women’s Army posted
galvanized by the lists last term
In N ovem ber, students at
a similar list oh the wall o f a
report
B row n U niversity in Rhode
library b ath ro o m
a t the
But at least one th erapist
Island discovered the names of
University of Pennsylvania.
predicts women at o th er
up to 30 men, grouped under a
No one at either university has
campuses may start similar lists
heading of men who committed
been caught
in the future.
ra p e, had been w ritten The lists, of course, sparked
“I think that as publicity about
apparently by their victims - on
frantic debates about the number
this gets out, women at other
the wall o f a campus bathroom.
of unreported rapes that may be

£2

LJ
LJ
LJ

Tie Breaker

BEST SUBPQRTlfcICLACIQB

Bruce Davison • Long Time Companion Q
Andy Garcia • The Godfather Part III
Graham Greene • Dances With Wolves LJ
Al Pacino • Dick Tracy
u
Joe Pesci • Goodfellas
i—i

Awakenings
Dances With Wolves
Ghost
The Godfather Part III
Goodfellas

BEST DIRECIQB
Francis Ford Coppola The Godfather Part III
Kevin Costner • Dances With Wolves
Stephen Frears • The Grifters
Martin Scorcese • Goodfellas
Barbet Schroeder • Reversal of Fortune
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Lakers’ Best Basketball
Season Conies To an End
GV Loses to Ashland in Regional Finals
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
Seven points. That was the small
margin by which Ashland Uni
versity clipped the Lakers in the
Great Lakes Division n Regional
Championship game.
On Friday evening, March 15,
GVSU matched up in the regional
semi-finals against Bellarmine
College. Brent Wichlacz scored
13 of his 15 points in the first half,
helping send the Lakers into the
locker room with a43-36 halftime
lead.
In the second halfCharlie Mandt
shot five for seven from the field,
adding 10 points to his first half
total of 11. Mandt’s team-high 21
points led the Lakers as GVSU
dropped Bellarmine 78-72.
“Bellarmine was one of the best
teams we played all season, with
out a doubt,” commented Coach
Tom Villemure. He added, “It
was without a doubt one of our
best games of the year.”
Steve Harvey netted 13 points
and grabbed seven rebounds, in
cluding six offensive boards, in
the contest
“We shot very well and had some
key plays in thelasttwo minutes of
the game,” Villemure stated. He
also said, “Jason Devine had two
fantastic driving lay-ups near the
end and Charlie Mandt probably
had the best game of his career
here at Grand Valley.”
Grand Valley met up with tour

nament host Ashland University
in the regional finals on Saturday
where they were downed 82-75.
Todd Jenks shot a superb 10 for
14 (71.4%) from the field en route
to his team-high 22 points and an
excellent game. Jenla also pulled
down seven boards, dished out four
assists and made three steals to
close out his career at GVSU.
Steve Harvey, Wichlacz, and
M andt snagged eight caroms
apiece in the Laker loss. Mandt
also poured in 12points and Harvey
added nine in his last appearance
for the Lakers.
Shawn O ’M ara finished his
Grand Valley career with a six
point, three rebound effo rts
'
“We will mis&he skills o f the
players we’re losing, but we will
especially m iss their m ental
toughness and their leadership
abilities,” added Villemure.
V illem ure also rem arked,
“Ashland has the best full court
press I’ve seen or played against.
We could’ve beaten them, but their
crowd and some other factors got
to us and we lost our composure
for a while in the first half.”
The all-tournament team took
two of its five players form the
Grand Valley roster as Jenks and
Mandt were chosen for their ef
forts.
The Lakers finish the season
with an outstanding 26-5 record.
“One of the most satisfying sea
sons in my 30 years of coaching,”
observed Villemure.

Laker Softball Gears
Up For GLIAC Play
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer

Forget about March Madness
and the debut of World League
Football. It’s springtime; it’s time
to get out that beat up glove that
everyone put away in October and
pull out the bat from that stack by
the fireplace.
As the temperature rises, so does
the anticipation of a new softball
season at Grand Valley State Uni
versity.
This year, the Lakers return 10
letter winners to the line-up, pro
viding an experienced backbone
for the team.
At the plate, GV returns a pow
erful offensive attack headed by
sophomore, Katie Dolfman, who
led the team last year with a .333
batting average.
The Lakers have five players
who hit 3X1 or better last year

including Dolfman, junior Janelle
Williams (.323), sophomore Staci
Lubin (.319), senior Katy Smith
(.291), and junior Kari Hart (.287)
are expected to provide the scor
ing punch this season.
“We Should do well if we stay
aggressive at the plate,” com
mented co-coach Jill Meerman
who along with co-coach Doug
Woods take over for interim coach
Terri McFarland.
Defensively, the Lakers return
their entire infield, including jun
iors Kim Lyles at third-base,
Michelle Bilczewski at short, Kari
Hart at second and Katy Smith at
first
“We have a lot of people return
ing this year and that adds to the
experience”, remarked Meerman.
“We’re breaking in a couple of
new coaches again this year,"joked
See Softball, p. 14
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Grand Valley’s Karey Anderson clears 5'3" to capture second place fo r the Lady Lakers

Lady Runners Are Unstoppable
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer

There is no stopping the Grand
Valley women’s indoor track
team. Last Thursday’s tri-meet
with Hppe College and Calvin
College proved successful for the
Lady Lakers.
The Lakers trounced the com
petition, scoring 112points. Calvin
came in second with 45 points and
Hope last with 13 Points. The Lady
Lakers placed first and second in
nearly every event.
Grand Valley showed its domi
nance by taking the top four places
in thehighjump, 50 meter hurdles,
and 200 meter dash.
GV’sJulieEdingerwon the high

jump with a height of 5 ’4". Karey
Anderson. Debbie Pnritt, and Jen
nifer Denton took die next three
places for the Lakers.
Edinger also took top honors in
the 50 m hurdles in a time of 8.03.
Teammates Shawn O ’Bryant,
Jennifer Cahaney, and Amy Jones
rounded out the top four positions.
LisaPapamec won the200meter
dash in 27.17. Krystal Mack, Julie
Boss and Franklene Hodges took
the following three places re
spectfully.
The Lady Lakers also took first
and second in three more events.
Tami Gipe won the shot put with a
distance of 40’5 1/2”, and Hodges
took second place.
The triple jump was won by

senior Regina Brewer with a dis
tance of 36’2 1/2". It would prove
to be just one of her three first
place finishes. Shawn O ’Bryant
finished a close second.
Brewer also won the long jump
with a distance of 18’2 1/4". An
gela Frick finished second place
with a jump of 18’ 1" for the Lady
Lakers.
In the 50 m dash, Brewer took
her final first place finish o f the
meet in a time of 6.82.
K rystall M ack and Sandra
Terrell won theirindividual events.
Mack completed the400 m dash in
59.18, and Terrell ran off with the

See Runners, p. 15

Laker Divers Turn in Awesome
Performances at Division II Nationals
By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer

This past week Grand Valley’s
swim team sent two divers to Divi
sion II Nationals with high hopes
of placing in the finals. Charlotte
Snyder and Brian Swanson did
justthatreceiving honorable men
tion A ll-A m erican and AllAmerican honors.
Brian Swanson made it into the
finals on both the one an three
meters. On the one meter Swanson
finished sixteenth overall and re

ceived honorable mention AllAmerican. Swanson finished tenth
on the three meter earning him
All-American honors. Swanson
being the only member of the Laker
men’s swim team placed twenty
third in team standings.
Charlotte Snyder also did very
well on both boards. Snyder fin
ished nineteenth overall on the one
meter, and eighth on the three
meter. Snyder’ssoloeffort placed
Grand Valley twenty sixth over
all.
“Both Brian and Charlotte did

extremely well despite being un
der very high pressure,” remarked
coach Dewey Newsome. “They
are both happy with their perfor
mances, but they now know what
little more they have to improve
on next year,” added Newsome.
C oach Newsome is already
looking forward to next year as
both Snyder and Swanson will be
returning. Joining Snyder will be
returner Angie Cripe, and joining
Swanson will be Dan Mumbruc.
Mumbrue was forced to leave this
season early due to surgery.
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Baseball Team Started Their
Training in the Sunshine State
By Scott Kelley
Sport* Writer

•After a week of heat over pick
ing the Tigers sixth in the division
this year, I’d like to respond to the
year-long criticism (though it be
in fun) levied at me from Mike
Curry, Brien Worrell, and my
roommate Dave #2, that I am antievery team in the state of Michigan.
May I take this space to en
lighten you, my readers, as to my
devotion to Notre Dame and In
diana U. as well as the Cubs, Bears,
Bulls and Blackhawks; (no, I ’m
not a native Chicagoan). In the 18
months that I’ve been able to get
on my soapbox in the Lanthorn,
I’ve yet to ever explain just why I
feel the way that I do.
I’m not a native Michigan-der
(that means I don’t deer hunt). I
was raised a Catholic in America’s
“true heartland” -north central In
diana before moving to Michigan
during my adolescent years. I was
weened on Notre Dame pride and
tradition as well as integrity and
discipline from Bobby Knight’s
basketball program.
On top of that, I was a cable TV
brat so I hooked on to WGN-TV
(Chicago) and the Cubs, a lifelong
love affair. They never won much
then and I took a lot of abuse for it.
I remember a 22-0 thrashing at the
hands of the Pirates, a 13 game
losing streak, and lineups that in
cluded “immortal greats” such as
George Mitterwald arid Joe ‘Tarzan” Wallis. (Gee I wish I had
even a few of those Yankees and
Reds cards that I traded with
neighbor kids for Jose Cardenal or
Bill Bonham)
Perhaps I’ve always felt for the
underdog and that’s why I adopted
the other then-crummy Chicago
teams as my own in the mid-70’s.
1 do root for the Pistons and
have for some time-however they
are a Central division rival ya
know?
The Lions? Ha! They suck...their
only mission is to screw up a good
season for the Bears. Plus, they
couldn’t play a good game of
tiddlywinks.
The Red Wings? I respect
Probert's tenacity, and I love to
admire Sergei Federov’s talent and
enthusiasm. He's a gem (pray

they don’t trade him to Edmonton
for Canada’s most famous sub
stance abusers).
I despise Michigan and Michi
gan State thanks to Bo, Bill, George
and Jud as well as that annoying
“Go Blue” band.
Finally, how ‘bout them Tigers?
I’m a baseball traditionalist who
appreciates the Bull Durham
“Baseball is a religion” philoso
phy. I like old Tiger Stadium and
I respect their tradition, but ever
since Kirk Gibson donned a uni
form there’s been a long list of
morons...I mean players and/or
executives who’ve followed. I’m
all for Ernie Harwell and games
played on the natural grass in front
of short porches.
•Back to business, let’s take a
look-see into the American League
West.
The division shapes up like
this: l.Oakland, 2Xansas City,
3 .Chicago, 4.Texas, 5.Seattle,
6.California, and 7Minnesota.
While top-2-bottom it’s the most
talented and competitive division,
there are still only two teams that
can conceivably win; (thePalehose
need to grow up some more, plus
can’t sneak up on anyone again).
The Royals made a fool of me
last season so I can’t pick them.
The best change they’ve made to
improve themselves over last year
is hiring a new pitching coach-Pat
Dobson. Look for a resurrection
from Mark Davis and overall staff
improvement. As injuries go
(where’s Bo?), so goes Kansas
City’s fortunes.
The A’s have basically the same
star-studded cast, but is age, com
placency, and too much big $$$
going to have an effect? Probably
not enough to change their for
tunes since Tony LaRussa runs the
ship. Veterans like Stewart and
Eckersley cannot continue to
dominate as they have in the past.
The gap between Oakland and
the rest of the division is narrow
ing little by little. The Sox will
have their say, but the entertaining,
young Manners may cast the de
ciding vote-through play and/or a
key trade.

Grand Valley’s baseball team
was beginning their preseason
schedule while basking in the
southern sun. The Lakers trav
eled to Florida over spring break
in hopes of showing off and im
proving their skills.
Grand Valley did just that
when they lost 18-1 one day and
bounced back to win 21-0 the next
The Lakers left with a 3-6 record.
Grand Valley opened their preseason with a double-header
against Warner Southern College.
The Lakers walked all over Warner
Southern in the first game 16-2
behind the strong pitching of jun
ior Todd Schmitt. The second
game proved to be a different story
as the Lakers were edged out 7-6

in extra innings.
The second day the Lakers fell
short once again losing 9-8 to Bethyl College. Grand Valley was
able to turn things around against
Walsh College with a 5-4 victory.
But the second game against Walsh
was a little different as Walsh de
feated Grand Valley 6-5.
Grand Valley ran into a little
snag on the fourth day. TheLakers were crushed by a strong India
napolis squad 18-1. But Grand
Valley turned things around once
again when theydefeated Husson
College 21-0. Ron Wright got the
win going all seven innings and
throwing a four hitter.
The Lakers sixth game was a
return bout verse Warner South
ern. Grand Valley was once again
on the short end of the stick losing

10-4. Grand Valley ended the
week with a 6-3 victory over
Husson College. RayRifenburg
went six innings for the victory,
while Tom Beard finished up for
the save. The week was cut short
due to bad weather.
Laker coach Andy Chopp felt
the team still have some wrinkles
to iron out. Grand Valley commit
ted thirty two errors throughout
the whole week, averaging 3.5
errors a game. The week also
highlighted some great hitting.
Topping off the sluggers were
Rifenburg, while Evan Miller, John
Sullivan, and Jeff Andrews also
showed some strong hitting.
The Laker will open up their
regular season traveling to Sienna
Heights on March 23 and follow
the next day traveling to Acquinas
College.

M en ’s Track Team L oses to
C alvin by a M ere Two Points
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley men’s track
team lost an exciting meet to Calvin
by just two points. Hope College
came in third with 35 points.
The high points of the men’s
competition was placing both first
and second in three events, and
having four additional first place

finishes.
In the 600 meter dash, GV’s
Mike Mull took first place honors
in a time of 1:27. Kirk Prosser
finished second only 2.24 seconds
behind Mull.
In the best event of the day.
Laker Bill B an won the 50 m dash
in 6.01 over teammate Nussan
Muhammad by .01 of a second.
Muhammad took his turn in the

first place slot by winning the 200
m dash, just ahead of Antwan
Brown.
Muhammad then went on to
capture first place in the 400 m
dash with a time of 51.30 seconds.
Grand Valley’s Brent Dykstra
won the pole vault with a height of
15’3 1/4".
See T rack, p. 15

PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY

Grand Valley's Steve Nederveld (far lane) edges out
teammate John Rhine hart (close lane) fo r fir s t place.

Softball, from p. 13
Lyles, in reference to GV's third
and fourth coaches in the last three
years.
In the outfield, Williams will
move from left to center this sea
son. Kelly Adler, a transfer from
Lake Michigan Community Col
lege will assume the duties in left,
and Colleen Murphy in right. This
combination played well together
in Florida during spring break.
The two questions that the Lak
ers must deal with this season are
pitching and fielding.
During their trip to Florida over
spring break, the Lakers went 2-7,
due to unforced errors.
“We've got a good defense be
hind our pitching,” commented
Meerman, ftbut we had trouble with
throwing errors.”
"Our oiggest trouble will be

staying mentally tough,” added
Lyles.
On the mound, GV will most
likely stay with two strong pitchers
and two back-up pitchers, led by
senior Pam Brown and Williams.
Brown has posted a 31 -25 career
record at Grand Valley and has
been selected as an All-Region
selection.
"We should do well if our pitchm gis okay,” Meerman remarked.
The Lakers have set a straight
forward goal of getting to the top
of the GLIAC this year.
Grand Valley’s toughest oppo
nent standing in their way will be
Wayne State, who always cause
trouble for Grand Valley.
The Lakers open up their regular
season against Lake Michigan
Community College on March 24
at Benton Harbor.
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Reterning Players Will Be the Key
to the M en's Tennis Team's Success
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
“The good news is that we’ve
got everybody back; the bad news
is that we didn’t do that well last
year,"commentedTim Sutherland,
Grand Valley men’stennis coach.
The team is looking for bigger
and better things this year, but it
has already suffered a big disap
pointment in that two-year letter
winner and last year’s top singles
player, Steve Reschke, will be out
indefinitely with a back injury.
Replacing Reschke in the num
ber one position will be sopho
more Rob Gurden. Gurden does
not have a dominating shot but has
good strengths all around.
Filling in at position number
two will be Todd Daniels. A letter
winner last year, the sophomore
returns, bringing with him a great
ground stroke. Daniels’ current
weakness is the serve and volley.
Mental toughness and a great
volley earn junior Todd Sutton the
number three seed on this year’s
team. Sutton will work on im
proving his serve and his ground
strokes as he goes for his third
consecutive letter.
Another two year letter winner,
Justin Beckstrom, is starting out
the season in the number four spot
for the Lakers. Beckstrom will try
to use his abundant talent to better
his individual position and to
B^ercome his occasional lack of
concentration.
Sophomore Terry Bell returns
from last year to take the fifth seed
for GVSU. Bell is a good com

petitor who will be striving to in
crease his strength.
Position number six will be filled
by senior Doug Dvorak. A one
time letter winner, Dvorak will
use a good all around game to try
to help the Laker cause; he will
need to gain some aggressiveness
through the course of the season.
Jeremy Moog will be the lone
reserve returning from last year.
Moog will be accompanied by
newcomers Bob Shamo, junior,
Tim Mayhew, sophomore, and
freshman Dave Seeley.
Coach Sutherland says, “Every
body has dedicated themselves to
a new intensity, work ethic, and
close team unity. We hope these
three factors will help turn around
the disappointment of last year. “
The team is expecting doubles
play to be its strength this year.
“Right now we’ve got some.different combinations playing to
gether, but we’re trying to see
which match-ups will work,"
Sutherland stated.
Currently Beckstrom and Gur
den are pairing up to claim the
number one slot for Grand Valley
in doubles play. Sutton and Bell
are teaming up to fill position
number two and Daniels and
Dvorak round out the field in the
number three spot.
The team has competed in two
scrimmages thus far, dropping
close matches to both Hope and
Calvin, 5-4 in each case.
Wednesday, March 14, the Lak
ers traveled to Hope for the first
scrimmage of the season. Grand
Valley was defeated, but Coach
Sutherland feels they are playing
well.
Gurden lost in straight sets, 6-2,

6-0, but the set scores were not
indicative of the close game scores.
Number two, Daniels, came
back strong in the second set of his
match but was unable to pull out
be hosting th
the victory; he was defeated 3-6,
annual L ift-a6-4,0-6.
Thursday, March 28
Sutton claimed a big three set
| I p J team f t Comng o ff a
match for die Lakers. After losing
record setting year, in which
a very close first set 7-5, Sutton
they raised over $12,000 for
roared back to dominate the second
■"ifat progrart^^jfBtd are hoping
and third sets, 6-1,6-2.
to bring in even more this
Beckstrom won his match in
year.
J
’
straight sets, downing the compe
They have set their goal at
tition 6-3,7-5.
$15,000, which will go to
Dvorak showed tenacity, com
supplement the program for
ing back from a 6-0 loss in the first
such things as new uniforms
set to make set number two much
and
weight ' room
closer thoughhedropped the set 64.
Gurden and Beckstrom were
unable toovertake their opponents
in the number one doubles match
as they were-beaten.
Sutton and Bell came away with By Sarah Stinson
their second win each when they Editor in Chief
teamed upto defeat Hbpe’ssecond
The long-awaited decision con
seeded doubles team in three sets,
cerning
Grand Valley's vacant head
6-4,1-6,6-3.
Daniels and Dvorak lost a very football coaching position is ex
tough match at the number three pected to come late this week.
The field has been narrowed
doubles slot, 7^6,7-5.
down
from a field of over a dozen
GVSU also lost to Calvin by the
candidates
to only two, one being a
score of 5-4 but individual scores
Grand
Valley
assistant coach.
were not available.
Coach Sutherland remarked,
‘Todd Sutton, Terry Bell and Rob
Gurden are playing well. They are T rack, from p. 14
ahead of their play of last year at
Steve Nederveld finished first
this time."
in the 50 m hurdles in 7.10 sec
Grand Valley will open its regu
onds.
/
lar season this Friday and Satur
Second place finishes for the
day at the city tournament in Grand
Laker were taken by Daren John
Rapids (time unavailable at press
son in the shot put, Matt Jacobs in
time) and will begin dual competi the long jump, and Pete Bodary in
tion on Wednesday, March 27, at the 1500 and 1000 m.
Grand Rapids Junior College at 3
Taking third place finishes in

lift of 43
T h isy ea tfi
Linebacker
Howard and
McLeah,-;''
■
O thljsftop lifters in
respective weight classes from
last year are Ted M enken,
Todd Wood, Jamarl Eiland,
and Eric Lynch.

J

Grand Valley Expected to Name
New Head Football Coach
Brian Kelly, Grand Valley's de
fensive coordinator for the past
three years, and Max Bauman, the
head coach at Greenville College
in Illinois, are the final two can
didates.
The athletic department has
tentatively scheduled a press con
ference for Friday morning to
make the official announcement

the tri-meet were junior’s Scott
Berldmer and John Rinhart in the
triple jump and 50m hurdles re
spectfully.
The next competition for the
Lakers will be a tri-meet against
Alma and Aquinas on Friday at the
Grand Valley Field House, with
field events starting at 3:30 p.m.

Runners, from p. 14 -----------3000 m in 10:30.
Additional top finishes for the
Lakers were Sherri Brockway in
the 5,000 taking second place.
Shelly Cole, Jennifer Holder, and
Beth Happel took second, third,
and fourth places respectfully in
the. 1500 m. Julie Bos finished
third in the 400 m.
The Lakers will host a meet this
Friday at the Field House with the
starting time 6:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADS
W anted

Iliirti and/or fourth voommate.
Male or Female.
Non-smoker.
Not a big partier.

Im tlm liiM
ItWklifiMn

Security Positions open for
F-91-92.
Criminal Justice Majors pre
ferred.
Contact Jeff at GRAND
VALLEY APARTMENTS.
895-6351 or 895-5744
C L A S S IF IE D A D S wanted for
The Lanihom. S 3 .0 0 for the first 15
words. 154 for each additional
V o id . 5 1 .0 0 Yor bord er. M l *d»
must be prepaid. The L anihom o f
fice is located in the low er level of
Kirichof Center. Send ads to-The
Lanihom , Grand V alley Stale Univ em ity . A llendale, MI 4 9 4 0 1 ,
D eadline is aix days prior to publi
cation (Thursday at 5 pm). Special
G V SU Student Rate: $ 1 .0 0 for the

i

first 10 words, (M inimum charge).

) ) .) J ± ± 2

W anted
High Paying Management Posi
tion. We train. Good experience!
Call 895-7475.

Services
ATTENTION SPRING
GRADUATES!.
Establish your credit rating with
your own Visa Card. Rocky
Mountain Bank Card Service.
Visa Card advantages: tow inter,
esl rate only $20 annual fee, no
interest charges if balance is paid
monlhty, no late fees, $100,000
travel insurance. I can help you
choose a long distance service
also. Call 698-5278 8AM-5PM
or 281-2651 after 6PM

TYPING - Term papers, resu
mes, and more! Reasonable rates.
Call WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES OF JEN1SON at
457-1903 today!
Earn $500-51500 in spare time!
Ground floor opportunity! Call
895-7475.

4154 Lake Michigan M

Phone 453-5225fT
OPEN M-F 11 am-7pm
Sat 9am - 7pm

88 etc WtNDSUPFEP
5.4 rig. Many new parts
offer.

fCaU 898-9T8Q)
You haven't forgot
about The L a n th o rn
- R e s u m e S e rvice
already, have yo u 7
Call or stop by now.
Don't wait until it's
“T o o late.
895-3120
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Showing of Five World Leaders
in the Nude is Cancelled
7 didn't think there would be any problem in a contry where freedom o f speech is such an important issue.
March 21 - 27:

Thursday;
NOON — LBS: John Patterson, actor-poetry,
LAT in Calder
9 PM — NCS: Brad Lowery,
Comedian, Promenade,
Kirkhof

Friday;
7 PM — UPB Alternative
Film Series, Citizen
Kane, 132 LHH

Sunday;
10:30 AM — Dialogue
Worship Service, Portside,
Kirkhof
3 PM — Choral & Community
Orchestra Concert, LAT,
Calder
6:30 P M — Catholic Mass
132 LHH

(CPS) - Officials at Anne Arun
del Community College in Mary
land have canceled the showing of
a painting of five world leaders
portrayed in the nude.
After getting several complaints
about the prospective showing in
m id January, artist Josef
Schuetzenhoefer, a part-time fac
ulty member, replaced the lifesize painting with a less contro
versial work the day before the
show opened.
The 8-by-8-foot oil painting,
“Capitalism is Dead,” was apoliti
cal commentary about the cries
that communism is dead, he said.
Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, Polish President Lech Walesa, Polish Cardinal
Jozef Glemp, German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl and the late mil
lionaire publisher Malcom Forbes

were depicted. To strip their au
thority, Schuetzenhoefer said,
dildos were strapped to the leaders
and they were shown standing on
a cart with missing wheels.
“I didn’t think there would be
any problem in a country where
freedom of speech is such an im
portant issue,” the artist said.
“At times is struck me as a rather
provincial situ a tio n ,” said
Schuetzenhoefer who decided to
replace the painting with a sub
dued version of the same work
rather than fight (he college.
Schuetzenhoefer is planning to
give a lecture on the painting to
explain his intent.
Campus art has stirred consid
erable furor at other schools, too.
In March 1990, an 8-foot painting
of Purdue University President
Steven Beering clad only in socks

was removed from a campus ex
hibit In January, 1990, drawings
of nude women hanging in a hall
way of Truckee Meadows Com
munity College in Reno, Nev.,
were temporarily covered because
a student complained that the
drawings were pornographic.
In 1989,Chicago’scity council,
enraged by a student work featur
ing the late Mayor Harold Wash
ington dressed in women’s un
derwear and then a piece that in
vited view ers to step on the
A m erican flag, threatened to
withdraw funding from the school
at the Art Institute of Chicago.
Also that year, four University
of Illinois artists wanted the Krannert Art Museum on campus to
melt down two bronze sculptures,
saying they represented “women
as an object of lu st”

Tuesday,
- Literary Festival
Begins in Promenade Deck
LBS: Yolanda
Kondonassis, harpist, LAT
in Calder

Senior Regina Brewer took three first place
I finishes this past week enabling the Lady
Lakers to easily defeat Calvin. Regina wins
this week's Female Athlete of the week for
taking first in both the long jump and triple
jump with distances of 36*2 1/2" and 18*2
1/4" respectfully. Regina also took first
place in the 50 m dash in a time of 6.82
seconds.

I

flk d n fis d a y
Noon, 4 PM, 7 PM.—
Excellence in Leadership
Seminar, Risk
Management
7:15 PM — Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship,
Kleiner B
9 PM — Mid-Week Bible
Study, 224 Commons
9 PM — UPB Blockbuster
Series,The Lost Boys,
132 LHH

h

LAKER ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

O n M arch 23 the G ra n d Valley S tate
U n iv e rsity c h a p te r o f S igm a P h i E psilo n

Congratulations to Grand .Valley diver

fr a te rn ity is sp o n so rin g a B IK E -A -

B r ia n S w an so n for receiving this week’s

T H O N to ra ise m on ey f o r its nation al

Laker Male Athlete awanf for his
tremendous effort at the Division II
National Finals. Brian finished 16th on the
one meter, earning him honorable mention
All-American. On the three meter, Brian
finished 10th earning him All-American
honors.

p h ila n th ro p y the A m erica n H ea rt
A sso c ia tio n . S igm a P h i E psilon w ill be
b ikin g fro m A lle n d a le to the S igm a P h i
E p silo n C h a p te r a t W estern M ich igan
U n iv e rsity in K a la m a zo o .

C om puters^
o w n e r Jim S h ip aila

™

COLLEGIATE
STARTER NT
386SX
40 MEG
V G A COLOR
PANASONIC 1180 PRINTER
SOFTWARE INCLUDED

$
v.

1,995

00
COMPLETE

MON. A FRI. 10 AM - 8 PM
TUES., WED., THURS. 10 AM - 6 PM
SAJURDAY 10 AM - 3 PM

193 Chicago Drive, Jenison
(Behind Mr. Fables)

457-8690

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?

GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
IS THE PLACE TO BE!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS STILL AVAILABLE
BOTH MALES AND FEMALES NEED ROOMMATES

G yA
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
Allendale, Michigan

FOR MORE INFO

CALL 895-6351

«

